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**Title word cross-reference**

1 – 2 [OW80]. 2 [MF88, TH82, Zak84]. 3 [Dob84, Zak84]. 4 [Lu89, Pik81]. d [RDT80, EHH86]. K [Er83a]. M [AO80b]. n [BJ80, Var80, Wat81]. P [AF88]. T [Er87b].


2 [Bai88, Tra84]. 2900 [IS81]. 2nd [CF81, Che82, Lea80].

Algorithm [Abb80, Ano87a, BGR86, BMT85, Bro83, CL83b, CD80, CHPS85, CG85, CD85, DMS+89, DB81, EL89, Er83a, Er84d, Er88a, Er88b, EN82, Fro81, GC87, Hat84, HPR88, HPB84, HW87, IP81, IP86, JBJ84, Les83b, McC82, Pie82, PG82, PK85, SM88, VR81b, Wil85a, Wil83, Wil86a, Zak84, ZOG85, Ano80c, Com85, ET88, Er88c, Er88b, Hut86a, Iga80, KR89, Lut80, NW87, SE82, Sne80, SAA88, Thi81, VR81a, Wø80a, Wil86b, Hun85, Spo85, WH87, Wic87].

Algorithmic [Oul87]. Algorithms [Akl87, Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano82a, Ano84a, Ano84b, BE82, BF81, Bli85, CR87, CL83a, CV86, DM85, Dro87, HM83, ME88b, Mur85, NS87, Oxl89, Ree84a, Ric88, Wil83c, Wit80, Ak80, FL80, GP80, Mur83, WM84, O'K85]. allocated [Dav82]. allocating [KH81]. Allocation [Bas86, BGR86, CC87, CC88, CD82, Leu82a, Mc182a, Pf84, Ree83, Ree84b, Ree87, Ree80b, Wan80]. Alternative [Hou86, MD87, Sch85, Zar80]. Ambiguity [Sch85, MV88].

Among [BT81]. Analyses [Ree84a, O'K85]. Analysing [LE86]. Analysis [ABD84, AB84, BS86, BF81, Bri82, CC87, CGK80, DP88, EW80, FSW85, HD82, Ing80, Jac80c, Lar85, Leu83a, LW85a, Lom88, MG85, Mil81a, PW81a,
Barron [NPCA81]. **Base**

[AK81, Bak82b, Cha82, Dav81, Fra85, GW88, Jon82, NPCA81, PSD+81, PJ80, SM88, VP80, Wel80a, Fra86, Mil81b, Pro80b]. **Based**

[Cha87, DW88, ES81, FSWL82, Fur89, LW83, Lom88, MK85, MT86, OM88, Ric88, WC86, YP80, BW88, BMNS88, CFL84, Fun84, GHH+87, KL89, Ken80, KG85, MV88, Mic82, TAP89, YY89, MBC+86]. bases

[Ano80d, MMH87]. **Basic** [Fre82]. **Basic-Pack** [Fre82]. **Basic** [Cha87, DW88, ES81, FSWL82, Fur89, LW83, Lom88, MK85, MT86, OM88, Ric88, WC86, YP80, BW88, BMNS88, CFL84, Fun84, GHH+87, KL89, Ken80, KG85, MV88, Mic82, TAP89, YY89, MBC+86].

**Binary-Relational** [Fra82]. **Binary-ripple** [Sal87]. **Binary** [Ano80d, Ano81c, Ano81f, Ano81g].

**Boolean** [Bla82]. **Bottom** [UVS87]. Bound [MMB87]. Boundary [Thi81].

**Break** [CG85]. **Bubble** [Wri83]. **Bucket** [Lyo85]. **Buckley** [NQ80].

**Building** [Kec87]. **Bus** [Mar82]. **Business** [Che82, Lic89, Mil82a, Mum85, EDS86, FE80]. **Byte** [BS89].

**C** [Ben82b, Mil82a, SAM88]. **CAD** [Bog83]. **CAD/CAM** [Bog83]. **CAL**
[GF87]. Calculate [CZ82]. Calculating [Oxl89]. Calculation
[Bir89, Hun85, SAA88, Wic87]. calculations [MBB87]. calibration [GP81].
Calling [Gil82]. Call [Ano81h, Ano82b, Ano84d, Ano85g, Ano85h].
calling [BB80b, ME80]. Calls [Ano80b, Ano81i, PJ86]. CAM [Bog83].
CAMPS [LM88]. can [PJ89]. Cannot [RHS89]. canonical [Dee80, DNV81].
Capabilities [FC87]. Capability [APW86, MT86, CFL84].
Capability-Based [MT86]. Carberry [BL81a]. Carry [Fen87, Sal87].
Carry-completion-detection [Sal87]. carte [LSV89]. Cartesian [CC88].
Case [CCL87, Lar82, Mnm85, TB82, Cla88, Erk84]. catalogues [Bir81].
Categoricity [Les83a]. cautious [Qui83]. Caxton [Ben82b]. Cellular
[ZBS81]. Centralized [IP86]. Centre [Muc82]. Centrenet [IEH85].
centres [Jam81]. Centroid [Mot85]. Certain [FD88]. CFG [HKPW89].
CGI [Tom82]. Chained [Sur86]. Chainmail [Ree87]. Chains
[Bra88, Leu83a, MKP87]. Chairman [Lan80]. Challenge [NQ80].
Chalmers [AJ89]. Change [Mul81]. changing [Bri80a, Bri80b, Ham80b].
channel [RM89]. Character [WW82, YAH80, Gri80]. Characterise [Fro85].
Characteristics [Lle87, RS88]. Check [War86]. Checking
[ABM88, Cow86, Hou83]. Chess [Mic81, RHS89, BM80]. China [GHH87].
Choice [Sto86]. choose [EWH86]. Chow [Pan80b]. Chromatic [Col82].
Circulating [WI84]. clashes [Stu84]. Class [CD82, IW86]. Classes
[Er89a, FD88]. Classical [Van86]. Classification [MD87, CD80].
Classificatory [AW85]. Clauses [Ber87a]. Clear [GHH87]. Clock [CF88].
Clustering [BMSA88, FM86b, Mur85, Re84b, EWH89, Mur83]. clusters
[SAM88]. CMOS [Fen87]. Co [Bra88, WG83]. Co-expressions [WG83].
Co-Relationship [Bra88]. Coalesced [CV86]. Cobol
[Eme80, Ing80, Ing83, Tri80, Tri83, TL85a]. CODASYL [Aki88, GE85].
Code [Akm86, EW80, Vel82]. Codes [Lle83, Lle85, War86, RM89]. Coding
[Pik81, PG82, YAH80]. Cognitive [Lav83, BWM88]. collection [NSW87].
Collision [Sam81]. Colour [Er84d, FS87, Er84a]. Colouring
[DB81, EL89, Sel88, Wil85a, WM84]. Colours [Wil85a]. COMAR
[HKPW89]. Combinations [Aki87]. Combinator [Bur87a]. Combinatorial
[Fle82, FM83]. Combing [THR82]. Comma [Lle83, Lle85]. Comma-Free
[Lle83, Lle85]. Command [MA89]. Comment
[BK83b, BK83a, O895, Wil82a, Rei81]. Comments [Bre81b, Mic81].
commercial [Ham81b]. communicating [Nat86]. Communication
[Flo80, PB86, Sha82b, Sil81, Mar82]. Communications [BB80a, Par88].
Compact [Sto86]. Compaction [Bre82, Col87, QY89]. Comparative
[Laz81, KH87]. Comparing [Min88]. Comparison
[DF87, EHW89, JW82, Lom88, MK82, Pra88, Ric88, GGS89, RD80, Wic82].
Comparison-Based [Lom88, Ric88]. Compilation
[AMN81, Ber87a, BY89, Smi83, Wil89]. Compiler
[AJ89, BY89, Rob80b, BHY89, SC87, SS81]. Compiler-Compilation
BJ80, Cai83, CP86, Coa83, Cr081, Cro84, Du 86, Els86, Eng81, Er84b, Er85a, Fel84, Fer86, Fin83, Fro87, Gro84, Har83, Har81b, HT81, Hea84, Hea85, Hea86, Hil80, Hol81, Hub88, Hub89, Hun81a, Hun81b, Ibb81, Jam88, JL80, Kil84, Kio81, KS87, Lav86, Lei88, Lis84, Lun86, Mac83, Mac85, Mep84, ME80, MR82, Mit89b, MM89, Mos86, Phi84, Ree84, Ree80c, Rob80a, Rohl88, Ros87, RV89, Sha85, Snej80, SB81, Tay80, Tay81, Tho80a, Tow87, Tsi86, Wak81, Wat82, Whe89, Wlo89, Bir81, Lem80, SI80, Zar80.

Corrigenda [Ano81j]. Corrigendum [Ano84e].

Cosets [PPB84a].

Cost [ABBS83, CN82, Lea86]. Cost-Effective [Lea86]. Could [AC84]. counter [Sow87].

countries [Noo84]. Course [NQ80]. Cover [RHS89].

Covering [SM88]. CPU [MMB87]. CPU-bound [MMB87]. creation [Noo84].

Criteria [DW88, KH81, Lom88, Rze85]. Criterion [Tse87b]. Crossword [Ber87a, BY89, Smi83, SD86, Wil89, SS81].

Cryptic [SD86]. Cryptography [Gro82].

CSP [Hul86]. Currency [LW85a]. Current [Cha81a, Tri80, WHF82, Coo83]. Curve [MZ86]. Curve-Smoothing [MZ86].

Curves [BT81, Col87, FS87, GM83, QY89]. cutting [AO80a]. Cweb [Thi86].

Cybernetic [FE80]. Cycle [DM83, Har84b, Ros82]. cycles [Ros82]. Cyclic [Er84c, Pag84].

Cyclide [MC85].

D [FSWL82, JR81, NPCA81, VP80]. D. [Bri82]. DAP [CHPS85, DM85, KB87]. DAP-Algol [DM85]. Data [AK81, Bak82b, BIY88, Bel84, Bir81, Bow84, Bow83, BL81b, Cha82, CH87, Dav81, DW88, Dea82, FM86b, Gol85, HM84, Inc87, IS81, Jon82, Kol83, KA86, Les83a, LW85a, Lie89, Lle87, MG85, Mai85, Min88, Par82, PB86, PAW86, PSD 81, PPB83, PJ80, QY89, Sch82a, Sha82b, Sho81, Sub85, ST82, THR82, VP80, Wel80a, Wis82, YP86, YY89, Zahi81, Ano80d, BM89, BP81, Dee80, Ham81b, HKPW89, Hut86a, JL80, Ken85, KGC85, KH87, Mäk89, Mil81b, Pro80b, Ree80c, RBB6, Spu88, TCI89, TP89, WS86, ZR88, Bar82b, BB80a, NPCA81].

data-compression [Mäk89]. Data-Flow [PB86]. Database [ABM88, Bak82a, BMT85, Bow84, CN82, CCL87, DAODT85, HS82, IP86, JR81, LW83, MA85, Orn88, PF86, RV88, Seg87, SHE85, Aki88, Ber87b, Bro82, DNV81, DITIR88, ET88, Fun84, GE85, HK82, WS86, ZR88].

database/administration [Aki88]. Databases [Ano81b, Ano83c, BMSA88, Bra86c, Bra86a, Bra88, Dee85, Kie88, LS89, LW85a, Sch83, Car86, CAC82, FW83, WN88]. Dataflow [PK85, Sow87].

Davis [Eme80]. DBMS [CS85, PPRB89, PPB84c]. Deadlock [TF87].

Decimal [SD82]. Decision [Lew84, Sch85, TB82, MV88]. Decisions [ABB84, CHE82].

Decomposition [Den80b, DD88a, FW86, NS87, PG81, SGW82, WIL82a]. Deduction [Pau85].


Denotational [ALL83, MA89, ALL85]. Department [GG86]. Dependencies
E. [Mil82a]. Earthwords [Oxl89]. economic [Mor89]. ed [CF81, FSWL82]. edged [WW82]. edited [Eme80, JR81, NQ80, NPCA81]. Editing [AMN81]. Edition [Lea80]. editor [Sha82b]. Editorial [Ano87m, Col89, Coo89a, Ham81a, Ham82, Ham84, Ham89, Wad89, Wic89a, Ham80a]. Edn [Che82].

EFDM [KA86]. Effect [Kol83, RM89]. Effective [Jon82, Lea86]. effects [SvR83]. efficiencies [Jam89]. Efficiency [LW83]. Efficient [Cze88, Er87c, EA83, Har81a, Har82a, Mul85, Ram85, Sal87, SSDS89, Sip88, Ano80c, CP87, Er87a, Ken85, Sne80, Wes80a]. Efficient [Coo89b].

eigensolution [CHPS85]. Eigenvalue [BES83]. Eigenvalues [CZ82, SC81, CL83b, SE82]. Eight [RHS89]. Electre [ER86a]. Electronic [BB89, Col89, Gou80, GGH+87, Mit89c, Sha82a, SPMD83]. Element [She85, ST81]. Elemental [Abe85]. Elements [Ben82d, Gil82, Gil83b, CL83b]. Eliminating [HY81]. Embedded [Bro84b].

Empirical [HI86a, IH86b, PW81a, EDS86]. Employing [Tyl88]. Encoded [OW83a]. Encoding [Bae84b, Sto86, Bae84a, CP87, KR89]. end [WN81, Bak82b]. End-User [Bak82b]. Engineering [Ben82f, BR86, Col80, Fal81, Rus86, Tyl88]. English [WN81]. Enhanced [Par88]. Enhancement [TL85a]. Enhancing [TL85b]. Enough [Lan85, AFWH88]. Enquiry [Sta85]. Entities [Sha81c, Com85]. Entity [DP88, FM86b, Par82, Ros82]. Entity-Relationship [Par82, DP88].

entropy [Fun84, Fun85]. Enumerating [Aki87, Er85b, Pal86]. Enumeration [SM88]. Environment [BIY88, UPT89, Bri80a, Bri80b, DB88]. Environmental [GW88].

Environments [KS85, RS88, GF87]. Equation [Jam87, Sli89]. Equations [BD81, DAEH81, Abb80, IZP81, JBJ84, RD80]. Equifrequent [YK82].

Erratum [Ano80c]. Erroneous [Kol83]. Error [ABB83, BDS82, KS85, Mul81, WT84]. Errors [Lei86, BD80]. essential [JC86]. Estimating [CN82, LW85b]. Ethernet [Par88]. Eurographics [Tea82]. Evaluating [RS87]. Evaluation [Cav83, IH86a, IH86b, Mah84, Pap82, YV82, Ber87b, Rei81, Wes80b].

Evaluable [Mic81]. Even [ABB4, Com85]. Event [Ree84a, O’K85]. Events [Ano84f, Ano85]. Evolution [ST89, FE80]. examination [AW85, Stu84].

Example [Mue82, Munn85, Par82]. examples [GF87]. Exclusion [HPR88, PJ89]. executable [GCS89]. Execution [WC86, Gal87, Teu87].


Facilitating [Fro85].

Facilities [PPB83]. Facility [TL85a, PPRB89, Uck85]. factor [BA88].

Factors [MD84]. [Le 88].

Fast [DMS+ 89, Er83a, Er88a, Fen87, GC87, Mad80, Ull88, UPT89, Coo89c].

Fast-Carry [Fen87]. Fault [Ben82c]. Favour [DM83]. Feature [FSW85].

FEDOS [She85]. feedback [SvR83]. Fewer [Pri81]. Fibonacci [Er83a].

Fields [WN86]. figures [BJ80]. File [DC84, Dav84b, HK80, Lar85, LW85c, MI885, Raf87, SW84, Sur86, Wri83, All82, Dav84a, KH81, MKP87, TH82].

Files [Bra86b, BHK85, CC87, CC88, Cro80, KW84, Lar82, Bra85]. Filled [Par89, Dav82]. Filling [Col87]. Filter [SPC89]. filters [Mul87]. Finding [Jam89, JP86, CL83b]. Finder [Eme80]. Finite [Lie83, She85]. Firms [Lie89]. First [Ano81h, Ree87, Yel89, Er89a, SA81]. First-Fit [Ree87].

Fisher [Eme80]. Fit [Leu82a, Pag82b, Ree83, Ree87, CP87, Ree80b]. Fitting [Oxl85]. Five [Wil85a]. Fixed [Bla82, PW81a, SPC89]. Fixed-Size [SPC89]. flexible [GF87]. Floating [RS88, Wic89b]. Floating-Point [RS88]. Flow [Deo83, Min88, PB86, THR82, TCL89, TP89]. Flowchart [PG81, SGW82, Wll82a, Wil83c]. Flowcharting [Mil81a]. Fluid [Pau80b, Sta85].

Form [DP88, Geh83, Hou83, Oul87, Dix85]. Formal [Coo89c, DP87, MM84, Rob88, Tse87a, Wic89a, Wic89b, FM85, Lei87, TP89, TL85c]. Formalisms [Fro85]. format [BP81, HKP89]. Formatting [Cho82]. formed [CCD86, Er83b]. Forms [FR80]. Formula [CC88].

Formulate [Jam89]. Formulation [BGR86]. Formulations [BT81].

Forthcoming [Ano81k, Ano81l, Ano82c, Ano84f, Ano85l]. Fortran [VP80, CL83b, CHPS85, HPB84, IZP81, WH87, BP81, Fis83, Mil82a, Sch82b, SW83, FJA80]. Foster [Ben82b]. foundation [TP89]. Foundations [BL81a]. Four [AW85, BT81]. Fourth [DP88]. FP [TAP89]. FP-based [TAP89]. Fragmentation [Leu83a, Leu82b]. fragments [All82]. Frame [YP86]. framework [EWH86, KH87, Mil81b, Noo84, Ros82]. Fredholm [RD80]. Free [Lie83, Lle85, Ree80b, Ree83, BP81, Pac88, SEP89]. free-format [BP81]. Friendly [SLH83]. front [WN81]. Full [Dix85]. fully [Yel89]. Function [GP88, Zar80]. Functional [Bur87b, Bur88, EB89, Har82a, HK88, Hug89, JS89, KA86, Orm88, Pey89, Top82, Wad89, BHY89, CAC82, FL89]. Functionality [Sha86]. Functions [Er82a, Sha81c]. Fundamental [Lei86]. Fundamentals [Pot82, FSWL82, WD80]. Further [Goo85b]. Fusion [AW85].

G [Den80b, FJA80, NQ80]. game [Bra80b, EDS86, Mic82]. game-learning [Mic82]. Games [RHS89]. Gamma [Fal81]. garbage [NSW87]. gate [Sal87].


generate [VR81a]. Generating [CF89, Dix85, DMS+ 89, Er88a, Er88b, McI82b, Mcl85, SM88, Top82, Er83b, Er89b, FL80, Iga80]. Generation [BHK85, GB83, IW86, Inc87, LB86, Mid87, MF82, SD86, Spo85, VR81b].

G F [BL81a, FE80, Sha82b]. F. [Sha82b]. F.R.S. [Fox87].
Vel82, YW82. **Generator** [Gra87]. **Generators** [Gri88, LB86]. **Gentle** [CF81]. **Geographic** [Abe85, LG86]. **Geometric** [FR80, Ox189, WT84]. **Geometry** [Bra86c, Bra86a]. **German** [Muc82]. **Getting** [Atk84]. **Gill** [WD80]. **Gilmour** [FE80]. **Glass** [BL81a]. **Goal** [UPT89]. **Goal-Oriented** [UPT89]. **Goblin** [Wil88]. **GOTO** [Pag82a, WC85]. **GOTOS** [Tay81]. **GPSS** [Sch82b]. **GPSS-Fortran** [Sch82b]. **Grammar** [EB89, Sto86, Wil85b]. **Grammars** [BDS82, HS83, PK86, WM83, KC88, Pag82a]. **Graph** [DB81, EL89, BBKR89, GP80]. **Graphic** [BK83a, GM83]. **Graphically** [CR83, PJ89]. **Graphs** [ADD86, Wil85a, WM84]. **Grid** [FA88]. **Grids** [Bra86c, Bra86a]. **Group** [YW82]. **groups** [Atk80]. **Growth** [LW85c]. **Guard** [BS84]. **Guide** [Bak82b, Eva83]. **Guidebook** [BL81a]. **guidelines** [Wal82].

**H** [BL81a, Bur80b, Fox87, Kil81b]. **Hagen** [Kil81b]. **Halstead** [Pra88].

**Halting** [Hut84]. **Handbook** [FE80]. **Handling** [Sam81, WN88]. **Hanoi** [Er82b, Er84a, Er84c, Er84d, GC87, Lu89, Roh87]. **Hardware** [Laz81, PK85].

**Hartley** [NQ80]. **Hash** [BD84, Bra85, Bra86b, Lar82, Lyo85, Sam81, Fro81, Mad80]. **Hashing** [BD82, CL86, CC87, CV86, CHK85, Lar85, Mul85, RL82]. **Head** [PW81a].

**Heads** [PW81a]. **Height** [GOW83]. **Height-Ratio-Balanced** [GOW83]. **help** [GP87]. **Herbert** [VP80]. **Heterogeneous** [BS84]. **Heuristic** [Ben82a, AO80a, Hut86a]. **Hi** [Lie89]. **Hi-Tech** [Lie89]. **hidden** [Tom82].

**hierarchic** [EHW89]. **hierarchical** [Coo89c, Mur83]. **Hierarchically** [Lei83]. **Hierarchy** [FK86, KVW89, MM84]. **High** [Geh83, IEH+85, Tre82, TL85b, BPG87, Ken80, Wal82]. **High-Level** [TL85b, BPG87, Wal82]. **Higher** [Hen88]. **Higher-order** [Hen88]. **Hill** [NPCA81]. **historical** [Mor89]. **History** [Les83b, Lay85]. **Holder** [Zah81].

**Holes** [KVW89]. **HOPE** [WS86]. **Horizontally** [Seg87]. **Horn** [Ber87].

**Horsley** [BB80a]. **Human** [BA88, FE80, Lie89, MTPL88, Rey83, Tul85, JC88, Mic82].

**Human-Computer** [MTPL88, JC88]. **Hutchison** [FSWL82]. **Hybrid** [Gol85, Gom81, NSF87]. **Hypergraph** [OM88]. **Hypertext** [Rit89].

**Hyphens** [Pri81].

**I/O** [MK82, Per80]. **Ibbett** [Eme80]. **IBM** [Sha86]. **ICL** [IS81]. **Icon** [Gri80, WG83]. **Identification** [Tse87a, O’S88]. **Identifying** [Tse87b].

**Identities** [Bir89]. **ideographic** [WN81]. **II** [All85, Mic82]. **ILP** [Kil81b].

**Image** [AF88, OW83b]. **Images** [OW83a, AO87, Lut80]. **Impact** [LE86, Ham80b, Ham81b, Hea81, Jam81, Nyg80, Wat82]. **imperative** [Bai88].

**Implementation** [CS85, DAT87, ER80, Er87c, FA88, Har82b, MA89, NF80, SS88, Si88, SB81, TB86, TL85a, Ul88, WF89, CFL84, Cze88, Er87a, RB85, Ros82, Sma88, ZR88, NPCA81]. **Implementations** [Hul86, Pey89].

**Implementing** [FRS+, GP80, Mâk89]. **implicant** [Iga80]. **implications**


Kennedy [CF81]. Key [BD82, CC87, SB85, Hun85, TH82, Wie87]. Khalil [BL81a]. kind [RD80]. kinds [Hut89]. Kit [BS87, AFWH88]. Klint [Kil81b].
Knapsack [SM88, AO80b]. Knowledge [BMNS87, Fro85, KC88, PK86, Fro86, MMH87, Rus86]. Knowledge-based [BMNS87]. Knuth [Thi86]. Koffmann [NPCA81]. Kuo [Sha82b].

L [BL81a, Che82, NPCA81]. L. [Che82]. Labelling [SK85, UHS85, UVS87]. labels [Pag82a]. Laboratory [FSWL82]. LAN [Par88]. Language [EB89, ER80, ER86a, Fro83, Har85, MM84, NF80, NPCA81, Pj80, TL85a, WD80, YP86, BPG87, BHY89, FL89, GCS89, Har82b, Ken80, Lay85, Ser81a, Ser81b, SB81, Wan80, Wil82b, WN81]. Languages [ABM88, Bur88, Cow86, FD88, Har82a, HK88, HH80, Hou86, Pag81, Pey89, SEPK89, TL85b, WF89, KL89, PRO80a, Tal84, TL85c, Wal82, Yel89, FSWL82, Tre82]. Lano [BB80a]. Lapin [Che82]. Laplace [Pie82].


Mark-Scaling [Bro83, Wil86a, Wil86b].
Markov [CH87, Leu83a, LW83, Lie87].
Markovian [Pfl84].
Marks [Var80].
Martin [Bel82, Mil82a, BK87].
Martin-Löf [BK87].
Marwick [VP80].
Match [Zve80].
Matching [PK85, Coo89c].
Mathematical
[LM85c, LM88, JR81].
Matrices [CS82, SC81, CHPS85].
Matrix [ME88a, CL83b, SE82].
Matter [Hut84].
Matters [Hug89].
Maximum [Wet81].
Mean [Bra85, Bra86b, Deo83].
Means [Sow87].
Measure [Pra84].
Measurement [CCD86, RS88, BM84, JC88].
Measurements [Muc82].
Mechanics [Pau80b].
Mechanism [KS82, BP82].
mechanisms [O’S88].
mechanization [Mic82].
median [Erk84].
median-of-three [Erk84].
Medium [GP88, MD84].
Medium-Sized [MD84].
Meek [FJA80, NPCA81, HWW87].
Meet [Mum85].
Meeting [Ano81k].
Meetings [Ano82c, Ano81l].
Memories [Dob84].
Memory [Bur87a, LE86, Pfl84, Rec87, Ver87, Wri83, BBKR89, Dav82].
Merging [DD87, DD88a, DD88b, Wri82].
Message [Rob88].
messaging [GGH87].
Method [CC87, CC88, Fro85, McL85, Sub85, HW88, Kec87, Lei87, Sow87].
Methodologies [CD81, FSW85, SWB87].
Methodology [BR86, HS83, Jac80a, TAP89].
Methodology-Directed [HS83].
Methods [Che82, Fle82, JR81, Lau81, MCP81, RV88, Wic89a, EHW89, JC86, Spo85].
Methodology [Rob80b].
Metric [DW88].
Metrical [HW86].
Metrics [Ben82g, Nav87].
Micro [Bar82b].
Micro code [Fos86].
Micro computer [Dea82, EM81a, Ham81b].
Microcomputers [CS85].
Microelectronics [Jam81].
Microprocessor [ES81, Hor83, WW83, MB87].
Microprocessor-Based [ES81].
Microprocessors [Ben82c, Hae81, Wat82, NQ80].
Micro program [LCP81].
Millington [Bri82].
MIMD [ZE88].
minicomputer [Ken80].
minicomputers [Hae81, Wat82].
Minimal [CL86, SM88].
Minimizing [Mic81].
Minimize [Deo83].
Minimum [MF88].
MIS [EDS86].
Missing [Kol83].
ML [AI89, MA89].
Model [DC84, FM86b, FS81, Goo85b, KA86, Leu83b, Mac81, PW81a, RL89, Rec84b, Rec87, RV88, Rob88, Zab81, CM89, Dee80, Fun84, Gom81, KGC85, Leu82b, MKP87, Per80, ZR88].
Modeling [Rad82].
Modelling [CH87, LM88, Par82, BWM88, KH87, SC87, ZR88].
Models [Bar83a, Bas86, Dav84b, FRS87, Fur89, LW83, LW85b, LW85c, Lie83, Min88, ZE88, Coo89c, Dav84a, HTW89, Ros82].
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Myers [FJA80]. Mystical [Sta85].

N [Eme80, FSWL82, Kil81b]. NAND [RDT80]. NAND/NOR [RDT80].

National [Ano81h, Noo84]. Nations [Bog83]. Natural [Pau85, PJ80, FL89].

Nature [Sca89, Tu85]. Necessity [Dun82]. Need [BS89]. Needed [GG86].

Needs [Mum85]. Neglected [Ben82b]. Nested [CD85].

Net [Rad82, Gal87]. Network [EM81b, FRS+87, HPR88, IEH+85, MHS85, AO87, CF89, Fun85, Ken80, KH81, PPR89, PPB84c].

Networks [EM81a, Gil83c, GP88, Har84b, Lea80, SK85, Wel82, Lip80, Sha82b, Eme80].

Neural [FRS+87]. Nomenclature [Wil83c].

Non [Er88b, Goo80, Goo85a, HH80, Wey82, WF89, Van86, Hat84]. Non-Classical [Van86].

Non-Overflow [Goo80]. Non-recursive [Hat84]. Non-Regular [Er88b].

Non-Strict [WF89]. Non-Testable [Wey82]. Non-Underflow [Goo80, Goo85a].

Non-determinism [Bur88]. Nonlinear [Mot85, Vaj83, Abb80, IZP81, Mot80].

Noot [Kil81b]. NOR [RDT80, Sal87].

NORMAL [DP88]. Normalization [AC84].

Notation [DBH85, Hul86].

Note [Ba84b, Che86b, CG85, Dav84b, DMS+89, EL89, Er82a, Er87c, FP82, Jam87, Lu89, Mic81, Mum84a, Oxl89, Pac88, PK83, Rey83, Sal87, SAM88, WH87, Wic87, Wil86a, BM89, Dav82, Dav84a, Er83b, MT83, Pro83].

Notes [AB84, Akm86, Bra86a, BS84, BK83a, BKK84, CG85, Fro86, GC87, IH86b, Irv84, Jam89, Lo84, MD84, NPS89, PK83, SEPK89, Tse87b, CC88, Hut84, ME88a, Pal88, Rv888].

Notice [Ano88t]. Notices [Ano86d]. Novel [WL87].

Nucleic [CCL87]. Null [HY81].

Number [Cha87, Mcl82a, MT83, PW81a, SD82, SP82]. Numbers [Er83a].

O [DD88b, MK82, Per80]. Obituary [Fox87]. OBJ [GCS89]. Object [Coo89a, Cro80, DE86, FA88, Fur89, HW89, LSV89, Coo89c, KL89, Yel89, ZR88].

Object-Based [Fur89]. Object-Oriented [Coo89a, HW89, LSV89, KL89, Yel89, ZR88].
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**Real** [ER86a, JP86, CL83b, CHPS85, Lut80, Tom82, Ben82b]. **Real-Time** [JP86, Ben82b]. **Realisation** [WS86]. **Recognition** [KVW89, Ray80, Tra82, Tra84, ZBS81]. **Recognizing** [Jaj86]. **reconfiguration** [BP82]. **record** [YAH80]. **Recording** [MTPL88, PAW86]. **recordings** [Bir81]. **Records** [Bra85, Bra86b, CN82]. **Recovery** [ABB83a, BDS82, Har81a, KS85, Mul81, RM89]. **Rectangular** [Ben82a, EHH86, AO80a]. **Recursive** [Bla82, BGR86, CC88, Hat84, PJ86]. **Reduced** [BS89, HK85a]. **Reducible** [KV84]. **Reducing** [Bas86]. **Reduction** [Bur87a, BBKR89]. **Redundant** [SD82]. **reefereeing** [MP85]. **Referencing** [Len88b]. **Referential** [Bur88]. **Refinements** [vdW88].
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Representations [SD82]. Representing [BT81]. Requirements [Mum85, NH89]. Research [Ano80e, Har80, Hop80, EDS86, Fro86]. Reshuffling [Er88c]. Resistance [HN88]. Resolution [Par88, Stu84]. Resource [Lie89, Wan80]. Resources [GG86]. Response [JP86, PAW86, Per80]. Restructuring [WC85]. Results [EDS86]. Retained [Hop81]. Retrieval [Har80, Mac81, Zve80, Van86, All82, EHW89, RSS87, SvR83, Ano80e]. Retroactive [Kol83]. Reuse [RL89]. Reve [RG86]. reversal [YY89]. Review [Add81, Ait83, Ale81, And81, Bak80, Bar80, BB80a, Bar83b, Bar82b, Bea81, Bel81b, Bel82, Ben81, Ben82b, Bly80, Bra80a, Bri81a, Bri81b, Bri81c, Bri82, Bro89a, Bur80a, Cha81b, Che82, Cla81, Chu81, Cor81, Day80, De 80, Den80a, Eas80, Edw81, Eva81, Fel80, Fis80, Fre81a, Fre81b, Geo81, Gil82, Gil83a, Gou81, Gra80, Hil82, Hol81, Hop84, Ing81, Jen84, Jon81a, Jon81b, Ken81, Kil81a, Kin81, Lan84, Lav81, Leh81, Lin81, Lov81, Mil82a, Mux81, Mux84, New80, New81, Pan81, Par83a, Par83b, Pau80a, Pot81, Pro80c, Pro80d, Qui80, Qui81, Rad81a, Rad81b, Ree80a, Ree81, Ri81, Ros81a, Ros81b, Sha81a, Sha81b, Sha82b, Sim81, Sma81, Tho80c, Tho80d, Tho81, Val80, Val80, Val81, Wel80b, Wel84a, Wel84b, Wil83a, Wil83b, Wis80, Wis81, Wis82, Woo81, Bur80b, Den80b, JC86, Kil81b]. review [Pau80b]. reviewed [Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g]. Reviews [Add80, For80, Jac80d, BL81a, CF81, Eme80, FSWL82, FE80, FJA80, JR81, NQ80, NPCA81, VP80, WD80]. Revisited [Bar84, DD88a, OW80]. Richard [Eme80]. Right [Vel82]. Right-to-Left [Vel82]. Rina [WD80]. Rings [Fac88]. ripple [Sal87]. Robert [BL81a, FE80]. role [EH88, MV88, SC87]. Rolland [Eme80]. ROMs [Cha88]. Root [BJ84, PK83, Pro83, Wes80b]. Roots [Jam89]. rotating [Mar82]. Rotation [Pal88, vdW88, AO87]. rotations [Er89b]. Routines [Dix85, RD80, Teu87]. Routing [SK85, VT87]. RSA [Hun85, Mic87]. rule [BK87, MV88, PJ86, Mic82]. rule-based [MV88, Mic82]. Rules [HY81, HK80, Hou86, Lei83]. Run [PG82]. Rushby [FSWL82].
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Space-Based [DW88]. Space-Filling [Col87]. space-optimal [KR89]. sparsely [Dav82]. Spatial [BWW81, Bra86c, Bra86a, Mil81b, RB86].
Speaker [Ray80]. special [Mot80]. Specialisation [Clo86]. Specification [Dro87, DF87, Ing80, JK80, Mai85, Rob88, Sil89b, Lei87, Pag82a, Shi89, TL85c, WS84].
Specifications [CCS87, Dix85, Les83a, Wil83b, FM85, GCS89]. Specifying [PPB84c].
Spss [Eva83]. SQL [NPS89]. Square [Jam89, PK83, Pro83]. Squares [McI82b]. stability [Car86]. Stable [DD87]. Stack [Goo80, Goo85a, Goo85b].
Stack-Length [Goo85b]. Stamp [Mit89a]. Standard [Clo86, Mil81a, VP80, BP81, MA89, Tri83]. Standardisation [NPCA81]. Standards [Bro89b]. State [Atk84, Lie83, Ree84b].
Statement [Ano84g]. statements [Pag82a, WC85]. States [McI82a]. Static [KS82, Mah84]. Statistical [FSWL82, Sch83, SLH83, CF81].
Statistics [Fre82]. STATLILB [FSWL82]. Steiner [Col82]. step [FW83]. Steps [Sha81c, Ye89]. stock [AO80a]. Storage
[Bas86, Fro82, Har81a, Har82a, Leu82a, McI82a, Mul85, Ree84b, Sam81, Ste86, Aki88, All82, Gom81, Leu82b, TH82, Wil80]. Store [Ree83, Ree80b].
Storing [AF88]. straight [CP87]. Strategies [AW85, Cha81a, CD82, Bra86b, Nuo84]. strategy [BWM88]. Stream [BS89]. Strict [WF89]. String [Lea86]. strings [Er83b]. strongly [DB88].
Structural [CGK80, Car86, CP87]. Structure [BK83a, Fur89, MT83, Woo82, Wri83, BK83b, Hut86a, PJ86, SP82, Stud84].
structure-directed [PJ86]. Structured [ADD86, Bro89b, Eme80, Eis83, Gols2, Hou86, Ing80, Jac80b, Jac80c, Lei83, Mil81a, MTW88, NPCA81, Tri80, BB80b, Lem80, ME80, Oul87].
Structures [BIY88, BHK85, Fro82, FK86, Gi85, IS81, SKW85, Sur86, Bir81, She85, Bar82b]. Structuring [ER86a, FM86b, Ran86, Wil85b]. Student [Jan88, Lemi80]. Students [Mil82a]. Studies [GW88, Coo83]. Study [Goo85b, IP86, Laz81, Lie83, Maa85, Aki88, Lip80, Sha82a]. Style
Subtypes [BL81b]. Success [Lic89, EDS86]. Suitable [CCL87, CF89]. Superposed [FS87]. supervision [Wan80]. Supervisor [Cav83].
Supplement [Ano81a, Ano84a, Ano84b, Avo87a, CL83a, Wil83e, Ano80a, Avo81b, Ano82a].
supplier [EH88]. Support [ST89]. Surface [FR80, Oxl85, Tom82]. Surfaces [MC85, NW87]. Survey [LCP81, Mur85, Nav87, Pau85, Sco82, Mur83].
Switching [Ram85]. Symbols [Mil81a, KGC85]. Symmetric
Symposium [Ano80e, Har80]. Synchronisation [CF88, Nat86, RM89]. Synchronizing [KRR82]. Synchronous [MP89]. synonym [GF87]. Syntactic [Lo84, Pag81]. Synchronisation [Ano80e, Har80]. Synchronizing [KRR82]. Synchronous [MP89]. synonym [GF87]. Syntactic [Lo84, Pag81]. Systems [AB84, APW86, BT81, Bas86, BMNS87, CD81, Cav83, DM83, DAODT85, DM85, Fro85, Gil82, Gil83b, HH80, Hop81, HS82, Ing80, JP86, Laz81, LE86, Mac81, MM84, McI82a, MT86, Mum85, Nav87, Par82, Par88, PAW86, PSD*81, Rai87, Ram86, Rob88, Teu87, UPT89, WC86, BWM88, BM86, Cra86, DNV81, DTIR88, Fal81, Gom81, MBC86, MM87, MP85, Per80, RSS87, RB85, Sha82a, Shi89, Sma88, SVR83, Eme80]. Systematic [ST82]. SYSTEMATICS [Ser81a, Ser81b]. Systems [Abe85, BB80a, BE82, Bar84, Bar85, BS87, Bow83, CC87, Col82, Coo89a, Dav81, Deka82, DM83, DBH85, FE80, FSW85, Geh83, GM83, Hai83, Ham89, HM84, Hut86b, IP86, Jac80c, JS89, Lea80, Lom88, Mah84, MCL89, Mill8a, MK82, Mum84a, NF80, NH89, PB86, PBH86, Pot82, Rad82, Sch82b, Seg87, Sip88, TB82, TF87, VSB87, Wil80, WRF82, WHF83, Zah81, ZE88, AFWH88, BM81, Ber87b, BP82, Coo83, ET88, Fro86, Gea80, Ham81b, HM80a, Hen88, IZP81, JC86, Kec87, Lip80, M88, Mar82, Mic80, Mum80, Mum84b, Ros82, SI80, Spu88, Tom82, Wat80, WSN81, Bri82, Ham80a, LM88, BB80a, CF81, JR81, Den80]. Systems/Virtual [Wil80]. Systolic [ME88a, ME88b, WI84].
[BS87, BS86, AFWH88, BWM88]. Tools
[CD81, Hai83, IW86, Jae80c, PB86, GGS89, HKPW89]. Top
[ABD84, HW88]. Top-Down [ABD84, HW88]. Topics [Ben82b].
Topological [Er83c, KV84, VR81a]. topology [BP82]. total [PJ86]. Tower
[Er82b]. Towers [Er84a, Er84c, Er84d, GC87, Lu89, Roh87]. Trace [BBK87].
Traces [Foo86]. Tracking [Ear80]. Tracks [PW81a]. training [GGH+87].
Trains [CMS80]. Transaction [MK82]. Transaction-Processing [MK82].
transcendental [JB84]. transferable [HWW87]. transform [Pie82].
Transformation [DY80, HK88, Oul87]. Transformations
[BT81, Hen88, Mid87, YY89]. Transitions [Bro84a]. Translating [WC86].
Translation [Hil83, OM88, Hil82]. Transmission [Fen87]. Transparency
[Bur88]. TRANSPLINE [BT81]. Transport [Mit82, NH89]. transputer
[AO87]. Trap [Bra88]. Traversals [AO87]. traversals [Er89a].
treatment [DPSW89]. Tree [BK83a, BHK85, Har84b, JI86, SW83, Sur86,
TB86, WO82, ZOG85, vdW88, AO80b, BK83b, FL80, Hat84]. Tree-Like
[Har84b]. Trees [BD84, BF81, Bri85, DY80, Er85b, Er87b, Er88b, EA83,
FP82, GOW83, LG86, Mah86, Mul81, Pal86, Pal88, Sip88, WO84, CM89,
Er89a, Er89b, OW80, Zak84]. Trends [VS87]. Triangulation [Oxl85].
Triodic [Gol82]. Triple [Col82]. Trotter [VR81b]. Tuple [Dee85]. Tuples
[BMS88]. Turchin [FE80]. Tutorial [Bra82]. Two
[DF87, EB89, ES81, JW82, KV84, Lyo85, Pac88, PW81a, PB86, Seg87,
Wil85b, Mák89, Pag82a, PRO80a, SPMD83]. Two-Level
[Wil85b, EB89, Pag82a]. Two-Way [Seg87]. Type
[ABM88, Cow86, Hen88, Les83a, Sho81, Coo89b, Hou83, Mor89, WS86].
type-safe [Coo89b]. typed [DB88]. Types
[BK87, BL81b, Har84a, Mai85, YP86]. Typesetting [CW82].

UFL [YP86]. Ullman [JR81]. UMIST [GCS89]. Unbiased [EN82].
uncertain [Qui83]. Uncertainty [AB84]. Unconditional [Wig81b, Tho80a].
undefined [Cze88]. Underflow [Goo80, Goo85a]. Underlying [Rob88].
Understanding [Cap80, Cla88]. Unification [ME88b]. Unifying [Lo84].
union [Atk80]. Universal [NPS89, Zah81]. University [GG86, Muc82].
UNIX [MBC86, Hek89]. UNIX-based [MBC86]. Unranking [Pal86].
Unravelling [Oul82]. Unstable [DD88b]. Unstructured [CWD86, Oul82].
Unstructuredness [Tse87a]. Unstructuredness* [Tse87b]. updates
[CM89]. Updating [JW82]. Upon [Cha87, YY89]. Usability [Sha86, Tyl88].
Usage [EM81b, LE86]. Use
[Bra85, Bra86b, Go82, Sur86, Ver87, Er86b, Gri80, Har88]. Useful [AC84].
User [Gil82, Gil83b, Har84a, NF80, PJ80, SLH83, HN88, JC86, Jam80,
O’S88, RB85, Bak82b]. User-Defined [Har84a]. User-Extensible [NF80].
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